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Purpose: Targeted nanobubbles can penetrate the tumor vasculature and achieve ultrasound 

molecular imaging (USMI) of tumor parenchymal cells. However, most targeted nanobubbles 

only achieve USMI of tumor parenchymal cells from one organ, and their distribution, loading 

ability, and binding ability in tumors are not clear. Therefore, targeted nanobubbles loaded with 

carbonic anhydrase IX (CAIX) aptamer were fabricated for USMI of various tumors, and the 

morphological basis of USMI with targeted nanobubbles was investigated.

Materials and methods: The specificity of CAIX aptamer at the cellular level was measured 

by immunofluorescence and flow cytometry. Targeted nanobubbles loaded with CAIX aptamer 

were prepared by a maleimide-thiol coupling reaction, and their binding ability to CAIX-positive 

tumor cells was analyzed in vitro. USMI of targeted and non-targeted nanobubbles was performed 

in tumor-bearing nude mice. The distribution, loading ability, and binding ability of targeted 

nanobubbles in xenograft tumor tissues were demonstrated by immunofluorescence.

Results: CAIX aptamer could specifically bind to CAIX-positive 786-O and Hela cells, rather 

than CAIX-negative BxPC-3 cells. Targeted nanobubbles loaded with CAIX aptamer had 

the advantages of small size, uniform distribution, regular shape, and high safety, and they 

could specifically accumulate around 786-O and Hela cells, while not binding to BxPC-3 cells 

in vitro. Targeted nanobubbles had significantly higher peak intensity and larger area under the 

curve than non-targeted nanobubbles in 786-O and Hela xenograft tumor tissues, while there 

was no significant difference in the imaging effects of targeted and non-targeted nanobubbles 

in BxPC-3 xenograft tumor tissues. Immunofluorescence demonstrated targeted nanobubbles 

could still load CAIX aptamer after penetrating the tumor vasculature and specifically binding 

to CAIX-positive tumor cells in xenograft tumor tissues.

Conclusion: Targeted nanobubbles loaded with CAIX aptamer have a good imaging effect in 

USMI of tumor parenchymal cells, and can improve the accuracy of early diagnosis of malignant 

tumors from various organs.

Keywords: targeted ultrasound contrast agents, molecular imaging, malignant tumors, aptam-

ers, morphological basis

Introduction
The ultrasound contrast agents (UCAs) that are currently used in the clinic can only 

achieve perfusion imaging of tumor vasculature. Due to the lack of tumor specificity, 

they cannot specifically accumulate in tumor tissues and thus are not able to achieve 

ultrasound molecular imaging (USMI) of malignant tumors.1,2 Targeted UCAs can be 

constructed by coupling specific ligands against tumor cells with the surfaces of UCAs, 

which can specifically accumulate in tumor tissues and be used for USMI of malignant 
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tumors. Targeted UCAs are mostly on the micron scale, 

and their binding targets are mainly membrane proteins of 

tumor vascular endothelial cells, such as vascular endothelial 

growth factor receptor-2, endothelin, nucleolin, and so on.3–6 

Therefore, they only specifically bind to tumor vasculature 

and achieve USMI of tumor blood pool. It is a challenge for 

targeted UCAs to penetrate the tumor vasculature and achieve 

extravascular USMI of malignant tumors.

Nanoscale UCAs with small particle size, strong penetra-

tion, and long imaging time can aggregate in the extravascular 

spaces via the enhanced permeability and retention (EPR) 

effect.7 Extravascular targeted ligands on the surfaces of 

targeted nanoscale UCAs can further enhance the accumula-

tion of nanoscale UCAs in tumor tissues. After intravenous 

injection, targeted nanoscale UCAs can specifically bind to 

tumor parenchyma cells, achieve extravascular USMI of 

malignant tumors, and find the changes in protein expression 

on the cell membranes of tumor parenchyma cells in vivo.8,9 

Nanobubbles with a lipid outer shell are a novel type of 

nanoscale UCAs.10 Compared with other shell materials, 

nanobubbles with a lipid shell have a good imaging effect 

and high biocompatibility, and have been widely applied 

in USMI.11–14 However, current studies about USMI of 

targeted lipid nanobubbles have two challenges: 1) targeted 

nanobubbles are mainly used for USMI of tumor paren-

chyma cells from one organ, such as targeted nanobubbles 

carrying anti-prostate specific membrane antigen aptamer 

mainly achieve USMI of tumor parenchymal cells in prostate 

cancer.15 Although they can achieve intravascular USMI in 

non-prostatic tumors, USMI of tumor parenchymal cells in 

non-prostatic tumors cannot be achieved.16,17 2) Most studies 

only focus on the imaging effect of targeted nanobubbles and 

have not yet studied their distribution, loading ability, and 

specific binding ability in vivo.

Carbonic anhydrase IX (CAIX) plays an important role 

in the growth and metastasis of numerous tumors (includ-

ing renal cancer, cervical cancer, colon cancer, prostate 

cancer, breast cancer, head and neck tumors, and so on), and 

has been used for the diagnosis, treatment, and prognosis 

of malignant tumors.18–23 Targeted ligands against CAIX 

include monoclonal antibodies, nanobodies, and affibod-

ies, as well as polypeptides that we studied earlier.18,22,24,25 

Aptamers are single-stranded DNA or RNA oligonucleotides 

that specifically bind to biological macromolecules or cells 

through a specific spatial structure. Compared with other 

ligands, aptamers have several attractive features, includ-

ing diverse structure, high specificity, high stability, rapid 

tissue penetration, no immunogenicity, and easy synthesis 

and modification.26–29 Molecular probes loaded with specific 

aptamers can specifically gather in target tissues and achieve 

molecular imaging of target tissues.15,30

This study prepared targeted lipid nanobubbles loaded 

with CAIX aptamer, explored their specific binding ability, 

and targeted imaging ability in various tumors, and further 

investigated the morphological basis of USMI in vivo. The aim 

was not only to provide a novel UCA with small size, safety, 

and high specificity for USMI, but also to provide the experi-

mental basis and methods for targeted nanobubbles to achieve 

USMI of tumor parenchyma cells from various organs.

Materials and methods
screening and sequencing of caIX 
aptamer
A single-stranded DNA strand against CAIX was screened 

by the systematic evolution of ligands by exponential enrich-

ment. Magnetic beads (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, 

MA, USA) were incubated with CAIX (Sino Biological Inc., 

Beijing, China) for 30 minutes to obtain the magnetic beads 

functionalized with CAIX. An initial single-stranded DNA 

library (20 µM) was heated at 95°C for 10 minutes and cooled 

immediately. Magnetic beads were incubated with the rena-

tured DNA library for 30 minutes, and the single-stranded 

DNA strands unbound to magnetic beads were obtained. 

The single-stranded DNA strands were incubated with the 

magnetic beads functionalized with CAIX for 2 hours, and the 

single-stranded DNA strands bound to CAIX were obtained. 

The single-stranded DNA strands were PCR-amplified using 

phosphorylation-modified primers and then used as the new 

library for the next round of screening. After 10 rounds of 

screening, a single-stranded DNA strand specifically bound 

to CAIX was obtained and sequenced.

cell culture
Human renal cell carcinoma 786-O cells, human cervical 

cancer Hela cells and human pancreatic cancer BxPC-3 

cells used in the experiment were all from American Type 

Culture Collection (Manassas, VA, USA). All tumor cells 

were cultured in Roswell Park Memorial Institute 1640 

supplemented with 10% FBS and 100 IU/mL penicillin-

streptomycin (Thermo Fisher Scientific), and maintained at 

37°C in an incubator containing 5% CO
2
.

synthesis and evaluation of caIX 
aptamer
CAIX aptamer modified with a thiol group at the 3′ terminus 

and 6-carboxyfluorescein (6-FAM) at the 5′ terminus was 
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synthesized by chemical synthesis. A nonsense aptamer 

of the same sequence length was synthesized and used as 

a negative control (Sangon Biotech (Shanghai) Co., Ltd., 

Shanghai, China). The binding ability of CAIX aptamer 

to CAIX-positive 786-O and Hela cells was measured by 

immunofluorescence, and CAIX-negative BxPC-3 cells 

were used as a control. The tumor cells were incubated 

with 2.5 µM CAIX aptamer or nonsense aptamer at 37°C 

for 60 minutes and stained with DAPI (Beyotime Institute 

of Biotechnology, Shanghai, China). The binding ability of 

these two aptamers to the tumor cells was observed using 

a Zeiss 780 confocal laser scanning microscopy (CLSM; 

Carl Zeiss AG, Oberkochen, Germany). In addition, the 

tumor cells (1×105/mL) were incubated with 2.5 µM CAIX 

aptamer, nonsense aptamer, or PBS for 60 minutes, and the 

number of fluorescence-labeled tumor cells was measured 

using a FACSCalibur flow cytometer (BD Biosciences, San 

Jose, CA, USA) to quantitatively analyze the binding ability 

of these two aptamers to the tumor cells.

Preparation of targeted nanobubbles
The lipid components, including 1,2-dipalmitoyl-sn-

glycero-3-phosphoethanolamine (Corden Pharma, Liestal, 

Switzerland), maleimide-modified 1,2-distearoyl-sn-glycero- 

3-phosphoethanolamine (NANOCS, Boston, MA, USA), 

and 1,2-dipalmitoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine (Avanti 

Polar Lipids, Alabaster, AL, USA), were fully dissolved in 

a solution containing glycerin and PBS. Perfluoropropane 

gas (Research Institute of Physical and Chemical Engineer-

ing of Nuclear Industry, Tianjin, China) replaced the air 

in the bottle, and the bottle was shaken for 90 seconds in 

an ST-B series amalgamator (AT&M Biomaterials Co., 

Beijing, China). The obtained suspension was centrifuged 

at 1,300 rpm for 3 minutes to remove the bottom lipid mate-

rial that did not form bubbles, and the supernatant mixture 

including nanobubbles and microbubbles was obtained. 

The supernatant mixture was continuously centrifuged at 

300 rpm for 3 minutes to remove supernatant microbubbles 

and to obtain blank nanobubbles. A concentration of 10 mM 

EDTA (Beyotime Institute of Biotechnology), 10 mM Tris 

(2-carboxyethyl) phosphine hydrochloride (Thermo Fisher 

Scientific), and 2 mM CAIX aptamer were reacted at 37°C for 

1 hour. Blank nanobubbles were then added and incubated for 

2 hours.31 After the completion of coupling reaction, targeted 

nanobubbles loaded with CAIX aptamer were obtained and 

washed three times with cold PBS by centrifugation flotation 

at 300 rpm for 3 minutes. Targeted nanobubbles floated on 

the top of the suspension after centrifugation, and the bottom 

solution was removed. Non-targeted nanobubbles loaded with 

nonsense aptamer were prepared by the same method and 

used as a control. To further evaluate the ability of targeted 

nanobubbles to load CAIX aptamer, CAIX aptamer modi-

fied with 6-FAM was loaded on targeted nanobubbles and 

the lipid membranes of targeted nanobubbles were labeled 

with 1,1′-dioctadecyl-3,3,3′,3′-tetramethylindocarbocyanine 

perchlorate (DiI; Beyotime Institute of Biotechnology) dye, 

and the fluorescence distribution on the surfaces of targeted 

nanobubbles was observed under CLSM.

characteristics of targeted nanobubbles
A hemocytometer was used to measure the concentration 

of targeted and non-targeted nanobubbles. The particle 

size and dispersion degree of targeted and non-targeted 

nanobubbles were compared using a Malvern Zetasizer 

Nano ZS90 detector (Malvern Instruments Inc., Worces-

tershire, UK). The distribution and morphology of targeted 

nanobubbles were observed using a JEM-1400 transmission 

electron microscope (JEOL, Tokyo, Japan) after negative 

staining with phosphotungstic acid. A Cell Counting Kit-8 

(CCK-8; Beyotime Institute of Biotechnology) assay was 

used to assess the cytotoxicity of lipid material to 786-O 

cells. A 50 mm linear broadband probe and an IU22 

ultrasound diagnosis apparatus (Philips, Amsterdam, the 

Netherlands) were used to perform ultrasound imaging of 

targeted and non-targeted nanobubbles at various concen-

trations (1×108/mL, 5×107/mL, 2×107/mL, 1×107/mL, and 

5×106/mL) in vitro. Ultrasound images were collected under 

contrast-enhanced ultrasound (CEUS) mode (the mechani-

cal index was 0.12, and the frequency was 5–12 MHz). The 

imaging intensity of targeted and non-targeted nanobubbles 

in vitro was analyzed using Qlab 8.1 quantitative analysis 

software (Philips).

Binding ability of targeted nanobubbles 
in vitro
After culturing overnight, 786-O, Hela and BxPC-3 cells 

were each separated into three groups and incubated with 

DiI-labeled nanobubbles. One group was incubated with 

targeted nanobubbles (1.5×108/mL), one group was incubated 

with non-targeted nanobubbles (1.5×108/mL), and another 

group was reacted with 100 µM CAIX aptamer for 60 minutes 

before incubation with targeted nanobubbles (1.5×108/mL). 

After incubation at 37°C for 1 hour, unbound nanobubbles 

were removed, and the binding ability of targeted and non-

targeted nanobubbles to the tumor cells in vitro was observed 

under CLSM.
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Imaging effect of targeted nanobubbles 
in vivo
The animal protocol in this study was approved by the Labo-

ratory Animal Welfare and Ethics Committee of the Third 

Military Medical University, and the animals were cared for 

according to the guidelines of the Third Military Medical 

University for Animal Welfare. 786-O, Hela and BxPC-3 

cells (1×107/mL) were subcutaneously injected into the back 

of 4- to 6-week-old BALB/c-nu nude mice (HFK Bioscience 

Co., Beijing, China). After the length of xenograft tumor 

tissues reached 0.8–1.2 cm, eight tumor-bearing nude mice 

of each tumor cell type were used for ultrasound imaging. 

After intraperitoneal injection of 1% pentobarbital sodium, 

a 50 mm linear broadband probe and an IU22 ultrasound 

diagnosis apparatus were used to display the maximum 

section of xenograft tumor tissues, and then the probe was 

fixed. Targeted or non-targeted nanobubbles (1.5×108/mL) 

were randomly injected into each tumor-bearing nude mouse 

through the retroorbital venous sinus, and dynamic images 

were collected under CEUS mode (the mechanical index 

was 0.12, and the frequency was 5–12 MHz). The “manual 

flash” technique was used to destruct residual nanobubbles 

before injection of another type of nanobubble. The injection 

interval between targeted and non-targeted nanobubbles was 

longer than an hour, which guaranteed the imaging effects 

would not interfere with each other. The imaging intensity of 

nanobubbles at different times was obtained using Qlab 8.1 

quantitative analysis software, and peak time, peak intensity, 

and area under the curve of targeted and non-targeted nano-

bubbles in xenograft tumor tissues were compared.

To further evaluate the aggregation ability of targeted 

nanobubbles in tumor-bearing nude mice, fluorescence 

imaging of live small animals was performed. After 

anesthesia with isoflurane, 1,1′-dioctadecyl-3,3,3′,3′-
tetramethylindotricarbocyanine iodide (DiR; Thermo Fisher 

Scientific)-labeled targeted nanobubbles (5×108/mL) were 

injected into each tumor-bearing nude mouse through the ret-

roorbital venous sinus. The variations in fluorescence inten-

sity of xenograft tumor tissues at different times (0 minute, 

1 minute, 5 minutes, and 10 minutes) were compared using an 

IVIS Spectrum living animal imaging system (PerkinElmer 

Inc., Waltham, MA, USA).

Binding ability of targeted nanobubbles 
in vivo
Tumor-bearing nude mice were sacrificed at 8 minutes 

after injection of fluorescence-labeled nanobubbles 

(5×108/mL), and xenograft tumor tissues were collected. 

After injection of DiI-labeled targeted nanobubbles, the 

sections of xenograft tumor tissues were incubated with 

rat anti-mouse CD31 monoclonal antibody (1:300; Abcam, 

Cambridge, UK) at 4°C overnight and Alexa Fluor® 

488-labeled rabbit anti-rat antibody (1:300; Abcam) for 

1 hour. After being counterstained with DAPI, the sections 

were observed under CLSM to evaluate the distribution 

of targeted nanobubbles. To confirm the ability of targeted 

nanobubbles to load CAIX aptamer in vivo, the sections 

of xenograft tumor tissues after injection of 6-FAM and 

DiI-labeled targeted nanobubbles were stained with DAPI 

and observed under CLSM. The cryosections of xenograft 

tumor tissues after injection of DiI-labeled targeted or non-

targeted nanobubbles were used to evaluate the binding 

ability of nanobubbles in xenograft tumor tissues. The 

sections were incubated with rabbit anti-human CAIX 

polyclonal antibody (1:200; Abcam) at 4°C overnight, 

then incubated with Alexa Fluor® 488-labeled goat anti-

rabbit antibody (1:300; Abcam) for 1 hour, and observed 

under CLSM.

h&e staining and caIX expression
The sections of xenograft tumor tissues (n=9) were stained 

with H&E, and the histologic features were described using 

a DP26 optical microscope (Olympus Optical Co., Ltd., 

Kyoto, Japan). Xenograft tumor tissues (n=9) were homog-

enized, and the supernatant was collected. The proteins 

were separated by 12% SDS-PAGE and transferred to a 

polyvinylidene fluoride (PVDF) membrane. The membrane 

was blocked with 5% non-fat milk, incubated with rabbit 

anti-human CAIX monoclonal antibody (1:1,000; Abcam) 

at 4°C overnight and horseradish peroxidase-labeled goat 

anti-rabbit antibody (1:1,000; Beyotime Institute of Bio-

technology) for 1 hour. After incubation with enhanced 

chemiluminescence reagents, the bands were analyzed using 

Image Lab™ software version 5.2.1 (Bio-Rad Laboratories 

Inc., Hercules, CA, USA).

statistical analysis
Statistical analysis was performed with SPSS 22.0 software 

(IBM Corporation, Armonk, NY, USA). All quantitative 

data are presented as the mean ± SD. Paired-sample t-tests 

and one-way ANOVA were used to compare all parameter 

indicators. P,0.05 was considered statistically significant. 

GraphPad Prism 6.0 (GraphPad Software, Inc., La Jolla, CA, 

USA) was used to draw histograms and line graphs.
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Results
Specificity of CAIX aptamer
A single-stranded DNA strand (CAIX aptamer) that bound 

to CAIX was sequenced by high-throughput sequencing, and 

the sequence was: AGCAGCACAGAGGTCAGATGT GGT-

GCGCAGTGATGTGGTTGGTCCTATGCGTGCTAC-

CGTCCTATGCGTGCTACCGTGAA. CLSM showed CAIX 

aptamer could bind to the cell membranes of 786-O and Hela 

cells, but could not bind to the cell membranes of BxPC-3 cells, 

and nonsense aptamer could not bind to the cell membranes of 

any of the three types of tumor cells (Figure 1A). Flow cytom-

etry found the mean fluorescence intensity of 786–O and Hela 

cells (37.17±1.20 au and 34.47±2.08 au, respectively) after 

incubation with CAIX aptamer was significantly stronger than 

that of 786–O and Hela cells (3.66±0.22 au and 3.44±0.10 au, 

respectively) after incubation with nonsense aptamer (P,0.05) 

(Figure 1B and C). However, the mean fluorescence intensity 

of BxPC-3 cells (3.09±0.25 au and 3.00±0.14 au) was not 

significantly different after incubation with CAIX aptamer 

and nonsense aptamer (P.0.05) (Figure 1B and C).

Figure 1 The specificity of aptamers in cells.
Notes: (A) clsM images of 786-O cells, hela cells, and BxPc-3 cells after incubation with caIX aptamer and nonsense aptamer. (B) Flow cytometry analysis of the binding 
ability of the two aptamers to 786-O cells, hela cells, and BxPc-3 cells. (C) Quantification of the binding ability of the two aptamers to the tumor cells (*P,0.05).
Abbreviations: clsM, confocal laser scanning microscopy; ca, caIX aptamer; caIX, carbonic anhydrase IX; Na, nonsense aptamer.
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loading ability of targeted nanobubbles
The coupling between the surfaces of targeted nanobubbles 

and CAIX aptamer was the prerequisite for targeted imaging. 

Under CLSM, the lipid membranes of DiI-labeled targeted 

nanobubbles presented red fluorescence and 6-FAM-modified 

CAIX aptamer on targeted nanobubbles presented green fluo-

rescence (Figure 2A and B). The merged image revealed the 

green fluorescence of 6-FAM-modified CAIX aptamer could 

overlap with the red fluorescence of the DiI-labeled lipid 

membranes (Figure 2C). However, nanobubbles unloaded 

with CAIX aptamer or loaded with no fluorescence-modified 

CAIX aptamer only presented red fluorescence.

characteristics of targeted nanobubbles
A hemocytometer showed the concentration of targeted 

nanobubbles (3.07×109 ± 0.29×109/mL) was not significantly 

different from that of non-targeted nanobubbles loaded with 

nonsense aptamer (2.99×109 ± 0.34×109/mL) (P.0.05). The 

particle size of targeted nanobubbles was 478.43±68.46 nm, 

and the polydispersity index was 0.148 (Figure 3A). The par-

ticle size of non-targeted nanobubbles was 483.97±62.08 nm, 

and the polydispersity index was 0.251 (Figure 3B). Under 

transmission electron microscope, targeted nanobubbles 

with uniform distribution and homogeneous size exhibited a 

black round area encapsulated in a gray ring, whose particle 

size was about 500 nm (Figure 3C). The CCK-8 assay dem-

onstrated when the concentration of lipid material reached 

15 µg/mL, the cell viability of 786-O cells (87.25±6.06%) 

significantly decreased compared with that of 786-O cells 

incubated with no lipid material (P,0.05), but when the 

concentration of lipid material was 10 µg/mL, the cell 

viability of 786-O cells (91.36±5.14%) did not significantly 

change (P.0.05) (Figure 3D). The imaging effect was not 

significantly different between targeted and non-targeted 

nanobubbles at the same concentration in vitro (P.0.05), 

and the imaging intensity of targeted and non-targeted 

nanobubbles increased with the increase of concentration 

(Figure 3E and F).

Binding ability of targeted nanobubbles 
in vitro
The binding ability of targeted and non-targeted nanobubbles 

to the three types of tumor cells was observed under CLSM. 

A large number of nanobubbles gathered around 786-O and 

Hela cells after incubation with targeted nanobubbles, while 

only few nanobubbles could bind to 786-O and Hela cells 

after incubation with non-targeted nanobubbles, and only 

few nanobubbles could bind to BxPC-3 cells after incubation 

with targeted or non-targeted nanobubbles (Figure 4). After 

the three types of tumor cells were pre-blocked with CAIX 

aptamer, only a small amount of targeted nanobubbles could 

bind to the tumor cells (Figure 4).

Imaging effect of targeted nanobubbles 
in vivo
Ultrasound images of targeted and non-targeted nanobubbles 

in 786-O, Hela, and BxPC-3 xenograft tumor tissues are 

shown in Figure 5A. Qlab 8.1 quantitative analysis software 

was used to quantitatively analyze the imaging intensity of 

targeted and non-targeted nanobubbles. The time-intensity 

curves exhibited that the imaging intensity was always 

significantly different between targeted and non-targeted 

nanobubbles in 786-O and Hela xenograft tumor tissues 

(P,0.05) (Figure 5B and C). However, there was no sig-

nificant difference in the imaging intensity of targeted and 

non-targeted nanobubbles in BxPC-3 xenograft tumor tissues 

(P.0.05) (Figure 5D). Peak time of targeted and non-targeted 

nanobubbles was not significantly different in the three types 

of xenograft tumor tissues (P.0.05) (Table 1). Peak intensity 

and area under the curve were significantly different between 

Figure 2 loading ability of targeted nanobubbles.
Notes: (A) Red fluorescence of DiI-labeled lipid membranes. (B) Green fluorescence of 6-FAM modified CAIX aptamer. (C) The merged image confirms targeted 
nanobubbles were loaded with caIX aptamer.
Abbreviations: DiI, 1,1′-dioctadecyl-3,3,3′,3′-tetramethylindocarbocyanine perchlorate; 6-FAM, 6-carboxyfluorescein; CAIX, carbonic anhydrase IX.
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targeted and non-targeted nanobubbles in 786-O and Hela 

xenograft tumor tissues (P,0.05), whereas there was no 

significant difference in BxPC-3 xenograft tumor tissues 

(P.0.05) (Table 1).

Fluorescence imaging of live small animals revealed 

a large number of fluorescent signals were produced in 

786-O and Hela xenograft tumor tissues after injection with 

DiR-labeled targeted nanobubbles, and the fluorescence 

intensity decreased with time (Figure 6). However, only a 

few fluorescent signals were presented in BxPC-3 xenograft 

tumor tissues, and duration time of fluorescent signals was 

shorter than that in 786-O and Hela xenograft tumor tissues 

(Figure 6).

Binding ability of targeted nanobubbles 
in vivo
The ability of targeted nanobubbles to be distributed in the 

extravascular spaces and bind to tumor parenchyma cells 

in xenograft tumor tissues was demonstrated by immuno-

fluorescence. As shown in Figure 7, DiI-labeled targeted 

nanobubbles were distributed not only in the tumor vascula-

ture, but also in the extravascular spaces of xenograft tumor 

tissues. As expected, CLSM found the green fluorescence of 

6-FAM-modified CAIX aptamer could overlap with the red 

fluorescence of the lipid membranes of DiI-labeled targeted 

nanobubbles in xenograft tumor tissues (Figure 8). The spe-

cific binding of targeted nanobubbles to tumor parenchymal 

Figure 3 characteristics of nanobubbles.
Notes: (A) size-distribution curve of targeted nanobubbles. (B) size-distribution curve of non-targeted nanobubbles. (C) Observation of targeted nanobubbles under 
transmission electron microscope. (D) Cell viability of 786-O cells after incubation with lipid material (*P,0.05, a significant difference in comparison with the cell viability of 
786-O cells incubated with no lipid material). (E) Ultrasound images of nanobubbles in vitro. (F) Quantification of ultrasound images of nanobubbles in vitro.
Abbreviations: TN, targeted nanobubbles; NTN, non-targeted nanobubbles.
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cells in xenograft tumor tissues was the key process of 

USMI. Immunofluorescence described CAIX was expressed 

in 786-O and Hela xenograft tumor tissues, while not in 

BxPC-3 xenograft tumor tissues (Figure 9). In 786-O and 

Hela xenograft tumor tissues, the number was significantly 

different between targeted and non-targeted nanobubbles 

(P,0.05), and targeted nanobubbles could gather around 

CAIX-positive tumor cells (Figure 9A–D). However, the 

number was not significantly different between targeted and 

non-targeted nanobubbles in BxPC-3 xenograft tumor tissues 

(P.0.05) (Figure 9E and F).

H&E staining and CAIX expression
H&E staining showed 786-O xenograft tumor tissues exhib-

ited a cord-like arrangement, and tumor stroma was diffusely 

distributed in tumor parenchyma (Figure 10A). Tumor cells 

were obviously heterogeneous, and cell nuclei were large and 

hyperchromatic (Figure 10A). Hela and BxPC-3 xenograft 

tumor tissues displayed a sheet or bulk arrangement, and 

tumor parenchyma was wrapped in tumor stroma (Figure 10B 

and C). Tumor cells were of different sizes, and cell nuclei 

were large and had no polarity (Figure 10B and C). Western 

blot (WB) confirmed the high expression of CAIX in 786-O 

and Hela xenograft tumor tissues, whereas not in BxPC-3 

xenograft tumor tissues (Figure 10D), which was consistent 

with immunofluorescence.

Discussion
The early diagnosis of malignant tumors is the key to 

improving the survival rate and reducing the mortality.32–34 

Molecular imaging (such as USMI, fluorescent imaging, 

positron emission tomography, and multimodal imaging) 

can monitor the biological process in vivo at the cellular and 

molecular level, which is beneficial to the early diagnosis 

and treatment evaluation of malignant tumors.35–41 The con-

struction of targeted UCAs that can significantly enhance 

ultrasound imaging is the key link of USMI.7,42,43 BR55 is 

currently the most successful targeted UCAs, which can 

effectively enhance ultrasound imaging of tumor tissues 

and has been reported in the early diagnosis of malignant 

Figure 4 Binding ability of nanobubbles in vitro.
Notes: The binding ability of nanobubbles to 786-O cells (upper), the binding ability of nanobubbles to hela cells (middle), the binding ability of nanobubbles to BxPc-3 cells 
(lower). Blocked indicates the tumor cells were pre-blocked with CAIX aptamer. Blue fluorescence indicates cell nuclei, and red fluorescence indicates nanobubbles.
Abbreviations: TN, targeted nanobubbles; NTN, non-targeted nanobubbles; caIX, carbonic anhydrase IX.
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tumors.44–47 However, because the particle size is on the 

micron scale, BR55 can only achieve intravascular USMI. 

Nanobubbles with a particle size of less than 700 nm can 

penetrate the tumor vasculature to achieve USMI of tumor 

parenchymal cells and targeted delivery of drugs or genes to 

tumor parenchymal cells.8,48–51

CAIX is a transmembrane protein expressed in numerous 

tumors, which can be used as a specific target for USMI of 

malignant tumors.18 We have prepared targeted nanobubbles 

loaded with CAIX polypeptides in our previous research, 

which could be used for USMI of CAIX-positive xenograft 

tumor tissues.23 However, polypeptides are composed of 

amino acid sequences, which can cause an immune response 

after repeated injection, thus restricting their clinical applica-

tion.52 Aptamers are composed of nucleic acid sequences and 

have been widely applied in molecular diagnosis and disease 

treatment, including USMI of malignant tumors.15,50

Therefore, this study combined lipid nanobubbles with 

small particle size, CAIX expressed in numerous tumors, and 

safe and stable aptamers to construct targeted nanobubbles 

loaded with CAIX aptamer. CAIX aptamer could specifically 

bind to CAIX-positive 786-O and Hela cells, rather than 

CAIX-negative BxPC-3 cells, which laid the foundation for 

the specific binding of targeted nanobubbles loaded with 

CAIX aptamer to CAIX-positive tumor cells. Compared 

with the traditional biotin–avidin system, the maleimide-thiol 

coupling reaction not only loaded specific ligands on targeted 

nanobubbles, but also did not cause an immune response 

after intravenous injection of targeted nanobubbles.31,53 

Therefore, targeted nanobubbles loaded with CAIX aptamer 

were prepared by a maleimide-thiol coupling reaction in this 
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Figure 5 Ultrasound imaging of nanobubbles in vivo.
Notes: (A) Ultrasound images of nanobubbles in xenograft tumor tissues. red dotted circles indicate the regions of xenograft tumor tissues. (B–D) Time-intensity curves 
of nanobubbles in 786-O, hela and BxPc-3 xenograft tumor tissues.
Abbreviations: TN, targeted nanobubbles; NTN, non-targeted nanobubbles.

Table 1 Ultrasound imaging parameters of targeted and non-
targeted nanobubbles in xenografts

Tumor Nanobubbles Peak time 
(seconds)

Peak 
intensity 
(dB)

AUC (dB⋅s)

786-O 
tumor

TN 8.57±0.34 20.17±2.32* 8,538.00±492.01*
NTN 8.43±0.58 18.06±2.11 6,384.50±485.35

hela 
tumor

TN 8.47±0.43 19.68±2.44* 8,046.63±521.68*
NTN 8.55±0.59 18.18±1.75 6,461.50±425.24

BxPc-3 
tumor

TN 8.53±0.78 17.86±2.07 6,410.88±477.79
NTN 8.61±0.73 18.02±1.72 6,340.38±482.47

Note: *A significant difference (P,0.05) in comparison with the same ultrasound 
imaging parameter of non-targeted nanobubbles.
Abbreviations: aUc, area under the curve; TN, targeted nanobubbles; NTN, non-
targeted nanobubbles.
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Figure 6 Fluorescence imaging of xenograft tumor tissues of live small animals.
Notes: Fluorescence imaging of live small animals was performed in 786-O, hela, and BxPc-3 tumor-bearing nude mice over time (0 minute, 1 minute, 5 minutes, and 
10 minutes). Blue dotted circles indicate the regions of xenograft tumor tissues.
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Figure 7 Distribution of targeted nanobubbles in xenograft tumor tissues.
Notes: The distribution of targeted nanobubbles in 786-O xenograft tumor tissues (upper), in hela xenograft tumor tissues (middle), and in BxPc-3 xenograft tumor tissues 
(lower). Blue fluorescence indicates cell nuclei, green fluorescence indicates tumor vasculature, and red fluorescence indicates nanobubbles.
Abbreviation: TN, targeted nanobubbles.
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Figure 8 ability of targeted nanobubbles to load caIX aptamer in xenograft tumor tissues.
Notes: The ability of targeted nanobubbles to load caIX aptamer in 786-O xenograft tumor tissues (upper), in hela xenograft tumor tissues (middle), and in BxPc-3 
xenograft tumor tissues (lower). Blue fluorescence indicates cell nuclei, red fluorescence indicates the lipid membranes of targeted nanobubbles, and green fluorescence 
indicates caIX aptamer.
Abbreviations: TN, targeted nanobubbles; caIX, carbonic anhydrase IX.

study, and fluorescence labeling confirmed CAIX aptamer 

was distributed uniformly on targeted nanobubbles. Targeted 

nanobubbles were round and distributed uniformly, and their 

particle size was 478.43±68.46 nm. In in vitro experiments, 

targeted nanobubbles could specifically bind to 786-O and 

Hela cells, and the binding ability of targeted nanobubbles 

to CAIX-positive tumor cells could be blocked by CAIX 

aptamer. It was considered that targeted nanobubbles were 

specific to CAIX-positive tumor cells.

The essence of USMI is to specifically enhance ultrasound 

imaging of tumor tissues with UCAs. Targeted nanobubbles 

had a better imaging effect in 786-O and Hela xenograft 

tumor tissues compared with non-targeted nanobubbles 

loaded with nonsense aptamer, which displayed higher peak 

intensity and larger area under the curve. However, there was 

no significant difference in the imaging effects of targeted and 

non-targeted nanobubbles in BxPC-3 xenograft tumor tissues. 

These attributes suggested targeted nanobubbles loaded with 

CAIX aptamer could specifically gather in CAIX-positive 

xenograft tumor tissues compared with non-targeted nano-

bubbles, whereas the aggregation ability of targeted and 

non-targeted nanobubbles was not significantly different 

in CAIX-negative xenograft tumor tissues. Fluorescence 

imaging of live small animals showed only a few fluorescent 

signals were seen in BxPC-3 xenograft tumor tissues, and 

duration time was short. The reason was that only a few 

targeted nanobubbles gathered in CAIX-negative xenograft 

tumor tissues, and DiR dye on targeted nanobubbles was 

not enough for fluorescence imaging in BxPC-3 xenograft 

tumor tissues over time.

The morphological basis of USMI of tumor paren-

chyma cells includes targeted nanobubbles penetrating the 

tumor vasculature and binding to tumor cells by specific 

ligands on their surfaces. Because the imaging intensity of 
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Figure 9 Binding ability of nanobubbles in xenograft tumor tissues.
Notes: (A, B) The binding ability of nanobubbles to tumor cells in 786-O xenograft 
tumor tissues, (C, D) in hela xenograft tumor tissues, and (E, F) in BxPc-3 
xenograft tumor tissues. Blue fluorescence indicates cell nuclei, green fluorescence 
indicates the cell membranes of CAIX-positive cells, and red fluorescence indicates 
nanobubbles.
Abbreviations: TN, targeted nanobubbles; NTN, non-targeted nanobubbles; 
caIX, carbonic anhydrase IX.

tumor tissues mainly came from bound targeted UCAs at 

8 minutes after injection of targeted UCAs, we observed 

the sections at 8 minutes after injection of nanobubbles to 

investigate the morphological basis of USMI.5,52 Targeted 

nanobubbles were seen in the vascular and extravascular 

spaces of 786-O, Hela, and BxPC-3 xenograft tumor tis-

sues, which meant targeted nanobubbles could penetrate 

the tumor vasculature of xenograft tumor tissues. Fluores-

cence labeling found targeted nanobubbles distributed in 

the extravascular spaces of xenograft tumor tissues could 

still load CAIX aptamer. In addition, immunofluorescence 

not only displayed the distribution differences of targeted 

and non-targeted nanobubbles in 786-O and Hela xenograft 

tumor tissues, but also demonstrated targeted nanobubbles 

could specifically bind to CAIX-positive tumor cells in 

786-O and Hela xenograft tumor tissues, whereas not to 

CAIX-negative tumor cells in BxPC-3 xenograft tumor 

tissues. WB further showed the high expression of CAIX 

in 786-O and Hela xenograft tumor tissues, while not in 

BxPC-3 xenograft tumor tissues. Therefore, the morpho-

logical basis of USMI of malignant tumors after intravenous 

injection of targeted nanobubbles had been illustrated, 

namely, targeted nanobubbles in circulation could pas-

sively diffuse into the extravascular spaces via EPR effect, 

actively bind to CAIX-positive tumor cells under the action 

of CAIX aptamer, significantly enhance ultrasound imaging 

of CAIX-positive xenograft tumor tissues, and thus achieve 

USMI of tumor parenchyma cells.

This study had the following characteristics: 1) aptamer-

mediated targeted nanobubbles were constructed, which could 

specifically bind to tumor cells and safely and effectively 

enhance ultrasound imaging of tumor tissues; 2) targeted 

nanobubbles were constructed by a maleimide-thiol coupling 

reaction, which could not only load CAIX aptamer on targeted 

nanobubbles stably and effectively, but also avoid an immune 

response in vivo; 3) because numerous tumors express CAIX, 

targeted nanobubbles loaded with CAIX aptamer can be used 

for USMI of various tumors; 4) the distribution, loading 

ability, and binding ability of targeted nanobubbles in xeno-

graft tumor tissues were investigated in depth, which fully 

clarified the morphological basis of USMI. Though targeted 

nanobubbles could load CAIX aptamer and specifically bind 

to CAIX-positive tumor cells in vitro and in vivo, future 

experiments need to investigate the relationship between the 

number of CAIX aptamer molecules on targeted nanobubbles 

and the binding ability of targeted nanobubbles to CAIX.

Conclusion
Combining the advantages of nanobubbles and aptamers, 

this study successfully constructed targeted nanobubbles 

loaded with CAIX aptamer by a maleimide-thiol coupling 

reaction, which possessed the attractive features of small 

size, strong penetration, high safety, high specificity, and 

excellent imaging effect. Furthermore, the distribution of 

targeted nanobubbles in the extravascular spaces and the 

ability to load CAIX aptamer and bind to CAIX-positive 

tumor cells in xenograft tumor tissues were confirmed by 

immunofluorescence. This study not only introduces targeted 

nanobubbles carrying aptamers for USMI of malignant 

tumors from various organs, but also further determines 

the morphological basis of USMI of malignant tumors after 

intravenous injection of targeted nanobubbles and lays the 

foundation for the application of targeted nanobubbles in the 

early diagnosis of malignant tumors.
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Figure 10 h&e staining and caIX expression of xenograft tumor tissues.
Notes: (A) 786-O xenograft tumor tissues stained with h&e. (B) hela xenograft tumor tissues stained with h&e. (C) BxPc-3 xenograft tumor tissues stained with h&e. 
(D) expression of caIX in xenograft tumor tissues.
Abbreviations: caIX, carbonic anhydrase IX; gaPDh, glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate dehydrogenase.
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